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Kingdoms of Africa is designed as part of the campaign world first presented in the Pax Lexque
Campaign Guide. This world is an alternate reality Earth in which the general course of our own history
is intermingled with conventional elements of fantasy. As such, while this world is meant to reflect the
general feel of Earth's own historical cultures, it must of course depart from actual Earth history. The
world presented in the Pax Lexque Campaign guide focussed on lands that were part of the Roman
Empire in our own history, and as such included the northern coast of Africa. Those lands are therefore
not represented in this work. Most of the nations included in this work are based on nations that existed
historically, though in our own history they did not necessarily exist contemporaneously with each
other.
Like the other volumes in the Pax Lexque line, this book uses a few rules that are not standard to
Dungeon Crawl Classics core rules. One is the addition of two alignments, Good and Evil, beyond the
standard Lawful, Neutral and Chaotic. These may be thought of as constituting an additional axis for
defining alignment. For the purpose of clerical healing, Good and Evil are thought of as being adjacent
to Lawful, Neutral and Chaotic and are opposed to each other.
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Good
Lawful Neutral Chaotic
Evil
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Another deviation from standard Dungeon Crawl Classics is that patrons of arcane casters are the
same entities that are worshipped by clerics. The difference comes in the way that the caster interacts
with these entities. This is detailed in the Patrons section.
Finally, there are two unofficial classes added here, the Felid and the Shaman. Felid is a reprint of the
same class from the Pax Lexque Campaign Guide.
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None of these deviations from standard Dungeon Crawl Classics are critical to the environment of this
campaign and may be disregarded if you prefer.
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4760
4970
c 5200
5379
c 5600
5799
6020

Events
Egyptian culture arises
Egypt unites under the rule of Pharaoh Senet I.
Kushite, Semosi and Syrian civilizations emerge.
Aksum is settled by explorers from Egypt, initially as independent citystates..
Ubaste ascends  felids begin to settle in Dimetochi and Felicia
Aksum is united under one king, Atenaho.
Mauretanian culture begins to rise in the city of Tangier.
Kush conquered by Egypt
Sojourn of Beeni  founding of Oyo
Kush goes from being Egyptian territory to client state
The Great Bantu Migration  For reasons now debated, a large migration of
people from what are now the central jungles pushes south and east, resulting in
the settling of the Maasai seringit, Mapungubwe and the Swahili Coast.
Kush gains full independence from Egypt
Kanem Empire is united under first emperor, Atandasti.
Bura is settled
The city of Rome is founded
The Great Zimbabwe of Mupangubwe is founded.
Roman Empire conquers Egypt
Wars of Darkness  Magical wars tear the Roman Empire apart. The kingdoms
on the north coast of Africa regain their independence.
Current day
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Year YD
c 600
0
c 500
c 1000
c 2300
3725
c 3900
3992
c 4000
4533
c 4600
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There are many calendars in use among the kingdoms of Africa. For the sake of a common reference
point, this guide will reckon to the calendar of Egypt, as it was the first one developed on the continent.
This calendar starts with the uniting of Egypt under Senet I. As this was done at the guidance of Reku,
the Light Giver, the timeline is referred to as the Year of the Dawn. To convert from the year YD to the
year AU (used by the Romans) subtract 5379 from YD.
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"The nations and cultures of the continent of Africa are as varied as the magnificent landscape. Many
of these lands are highly advanced, including some whose metalworking skills are on par with the best
dwarves in Nurdarim. Several of their rulers have become fabulously wealthy from trade, to a point that
gold seems to flow like water in their palaces. In fact, the emperor of Wagadu has a treasury of gold
and gems that would put any emperor of Rome to shame. One could spend a human lifetime traveling
this incredible region and still not take in all of its wonder."
Ailuin Faeynore, elven geographer
The realms of Africa are extremely varied, ranging from ancient, highly structured kingdoms to
scattered nomadic cultures whose pasts disappear in the mist. The nations which make up the
northern coast of Africa, namely Mauretania, Semosiss, Druzix, Felicia and Egypt, are detailed in the
Pax Lexque Campaign Guide.
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Leader
King Zuka Ansi Khalid
King Damilola
Queen Sete
King Didaminali
King Amenhemeif
King Folashade
independent villages
King Chitauli
independent clans
Queen Mermi
King Olayinka
King Oluwamuyiwa
unorganized
independent citystates
independent citystates
Chief Adebayo
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Land
Aksum
Bura
Dimetochi
Kanem Empire
Kush
Luba
Maasai
Mapungubwe
Mbenga
Mermiwati
Nok
Oyo Empire
San
Sao
Swahili Coast
Wagadu

Primary
Language(s)
Ge'eze, Egyptian
Akan, Beeji
Felid
Tebu
Ge'eze, Egyptian
Luban
Bantu
Bantu
Luban
Mermi, Bantu
Akan
Akan
San
Tebu
Bantu
Akan
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Primary
Religion
Gilitzera
Wikia, Nzei, Berru
Ubaste
Amah, Shewa
Reku
Ilunga
Mvua
MweneKudenga
Ilunga

Dae, Majara
Ija, Ogbon, Shenago


varies
Zolonu,Balu,Ashantu
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Aksum
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Aksum is the “Twice Blessed Land” due to several factors of its environment and geography. The
theme of “two blessings” begins in the land itself and pervades many aspects of life in Aksum.
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The first of these pairs of blessings is found in Aksum’s trade routes, by land and by water. Aksum’s
position on the mouth of Red Sea and Gulf of Aden and south of the Great Sahara places it in a perfect
location for trade that flows south from the Nile, East and North from Africa’s heartland, and then over
the sea, along the Arabian coasts to India. The highlands of Aksum are one of the few places in the
world where frankincense can be harvested from the resin of ancient trees. Frankincense, ivory,
tortoiseshell, Egyptian linen, Indian iron and cotton, fine worked jewelry set with all manners of stones,
glazed pottery...all these and more flow through the many markets and ports of Aksum.
The people of Aksum also find double blessing from the land and from the sky. Aksum sees little
seasonal difference in the length of days throughout the year, enjoying an abundance of sunlight. At the
same time, much of the land is elevated in great plateaus and gentle highlands which cool the air and
bring plentiful rain. Aksum enjoys a bountiful double harvest every year. Fields are carefully rotated
between crops and grazing, with two years of crops followed by two years of rest and occasional
grazing.
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The site of the inland capital city of Axum was chosen for its two hills and two streams, further evidence
of the double blessing of Aksum. Other prominent cities in Aksum are Adulus and Qohaito. Adulus is
located on the southern tip of the Red Sea, near the mouth of the Gulf of Aden. It is Aksum’s principal
sea port and home to the mighty navy of Aksum. Qohaito is located on a high plateau, halfway
between Meroe and Adulus and near the holy mountain of Emba Soira.

History

Sa

In the very distant past, explorers set out from Egypt, in search of lands with new resources. Some of
those explorers settled in Aksum, founding its first cities. For centuries, these cities existed as their
independent chiefdoms, with very little commonality. It wasn't until the rule of Atenaho that the cities
and villages of Aksum were united under one rule. According to Aksum's scribes, one of these cities
was originally Meroe  a bit of history that is hotly contested by the people of Kush.
When the kings of Aksum want to appeal to the pride of their people, they often talk of war to take
Meroe from Kush, which, they see as rightfully belonging to Aksum. In the end though, no agreement
of two kings and the 11 have ever ruled for war when consulted to break a disagreement. The kings are
content to launch the occasional border skirmish as a token effort. The exact reasons that full out war
has been avoided are varied, but certainly one of the underlying concerns is the fear on Aksum's part
that Egypt might join such a war on the side of Kush.
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One of the other reasons is certainly the heavy, pragmatic influence of the value of trade. Aksum
benefits substantially from the flow of trade between its northern neighbors and the lands further south.
When the Blue Nile and White Nile are in flood stage, all trade flows north to Meroe, and then some
back south, eventually crossing east to Adulus. When the water in the rivers are lower, Aksum runs
river ferries across both Rivers to encourage merchant caravans to take the slightly shorter route
across the Rivers and then along the well maintained and patrolled road through the heart of Aksum
straight to Adulus. Disrupting this flow by waging a war is generally seen as not worth it to regain
Meroe.
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Aksum's southern forests provide a source of timber for shipbuilding, allowing the shipwrights of Aksum
to raise their craft to a level unmatched by other nations in the region. Aksum’s mighty navy patrols the
Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden. Their base, Adulus, is the most prosperous of the coastal cities as sea
trade is vital to Aksum’s economy. Much like the ports of the Swahili Coast, ships arrive in Adulus
bringing goods from across the great oceans. As these trade routes have grown in prominence over the
years, Aksum's appetite for war has progressively declined, virtually assuring that the occasional
posturing from a bellicose king will remain nothing more than that. In Aksum, there has developed a
saying, "One sword costs more than one hundred ships.", i.e. the true cost of war is measured not in
the expense of weapons and armies, but in the cost of disruption of trade.

Society

m

Aksum’s society is centered around large extended families. Land, farms, herds, buildings, and other
resources are not owned by individuals but considered the property of the extended family. Each family
clan is headed by siblings, usually brothers, close in age. Clan leadership passes to another sibling pair
upon the death of one of the two heads. Family honor is highly esteemed and governs nearly every
aspect of a person’s life. Upon birth, children are not given a name, but often will receive a cute
nickname sometime in their early childhood. Naming ceremonies occur between the 13th and 15th year
of life, and the names given usually reflect the role the child will fulfill for the family. In adulthood,
individuals are called by their clan name first, and their given name second.
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Most people live on the family lands, with women serving in domestic roles and tending to home
gardens. Men plow, plant, and harvest the field, herd livestock, and serve in the military or navy. Both
men and women can become crafters, with both aptitude and interest in the craft being considered
more important than gender. An individual with exceptional skill and ability is sometimes sent by the
family to a larger city where there is a larger market for their product. The family provides the funds for
the purchase or rental of a home or shop and then expects an ongoing portion of the profit to be
returned to the family regularly. Either men or women can become merchants because, as with
crafters, a shrewd head for numbers and business is seen as more important than gender.
The undisputed determiners of a person’s destiny are certain celestial events occurring at the time of
birth. A son born during the night of one of the semiannual meteor showers is immediately dedicated to
the sea, and will be part of the clan’s tribute to the Kings by serving in the royal navy. A daughter born
under the same sign is dedicated to the service of Gilitzera. Sons born during the night of a full moon
will become protectors. They will stand ready to serve as the family’s contribution to the military of
Aksum, according to the family's need to fulfill the given quota. Children born under a meteor shower,
or sons under the light of a full moon, are named at birth instead of during adolescence.
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Marriages are arranged between family clans and are always done in pairs. One new couple lives with
each clan, and clans are expecting ‘fair trade’ in skills and abilities. So, a clan who is giving up a young
skilled weaver expects to be receiving a young person of comparable ‘value’ to the clan, such as an
accomplished hunter. Once the elders have agreed on the young people to be exchanged, social visits
between clans are arranged. The young people pledged to marriage are permitted to pick their
matches from among the unmarried youth of the other clan. The newlywed, be they the bride or the
groom, going to live with a new clan will adopt the new clan’s name and be thereafter considered a
member of that new clan.
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City life in Aksum is markedly different from life in the clan villages. Cities have three distinct districts
the compounds and estates of noble clans; the merchant district; and the outcast quarter. The
merchant district is where the bulk of the economic activity takes place. It is also the district which
offers inns, stables, and other amenities to travelers, both foreign and domestic. In the merchant district
of the city, individuals from many clans mingle, do business, and develop friendships...a phenomena
which never occurs in the more isolated villages. The merchant district is the ‘face’ of Aksum to the
foreign trader. It is these thriving markets for which Aksum is known. By contrast, few but those who
live there see the outcast quarter...often because it isn’t a single district of the city, but instead small
apartments or hobbled together coverings squeezed into unused or forgotten spaces. Those
unfortunates who have been cast out of their clans for refusing a marriage, running away, being found
lazy or unproductive, committing a crime against a family member, or dishonoring the family in some
way, have little choice but to come to a city to try to find work. Without the support of a clan, they are
often forced into taking whatever menial labor tasks they can find and live in whatever corner they can.
Aksum does not officially tolerate street begging, loitering, vagrancy, or homelessness, so this invisible
population is doubly challenged and many turn to crime to survive.
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Aksum, the twice blessed land, is ruled by two kings. Aksum has 100 noble families from which a king
may be chosen. Upon the death of a king, a member of one of the hundred noble families may present
himself as a candidate for king if he has the support of 9 other noble families. The surviving king
interviews these candidates and selects two as potential new kings to rule with him. The hundred
families then vote, with one vote per family between these two choices. The new king must have the
vote of 65 families. This can be and often is a very long process, with lots of deals and negotiations
occurring between noble families. Aksum has times when it goes months and sometimes even years
with just one king. If that single king perishes before a second king has been chosen, then the two who
had both been candidates become king. It is rumored, but not proven, that this is sometimes a path
taken to resolve a completely deadlocked process.
For all major decisions of the kingdom, especially in pronouncing a war and making a new law, the two
kings must be in agreement. If the two kings are at odds and cannot reach an agreement, a king may
challenge the other king, and present his case before the Gilitzera Council of Eleven. The Eleven will
hear both kings at length and may summon witnesses or other experts. The Eleven then deliberate
behind closed doors. Once the doors to the Chamber of the Eleven are closed, no one goes in or out
and the Eleven may only partake of water until a decision is reached. The Eleven will, when they are
ready, render a decision between the two kings. That decision is binding. A king that goes against a
ruling of the Eleven in this matter is guilty of treason and will be executed.
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Most of the history of Aksum is preserved through oral tradition, and every family has at least one
skilled storyteller. Aksum does borrow several hieroglyphs from Egypt and Kush to represent family
clan names and record such things as taxes, military service, and other business transactions.
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In a valley a half day's travel from Axum are the Stelae of the Ancestors. Each of the hundred noble
families have erected a stelae there in times past. These stelae are taller than any obelisk of Egypt or
Kush, carved out of a single massive stone, and are engraved with small doors and windows which are
believed to give the sprites of the ancestors passage between this world and the next. Elaborate
underground halls lie underneath each stelae. The halls have small shafts for light opened to the sky
above. Pairs of doors stand opposite each other down the length of the hall. Bodies of the deceased
are interred on one side of the hall, and wealth and items needed for the afterlife are interred in the
other. When the family needs wisdom or guidance from the spirit of the ancestors, family members will
spend nights in silent meditation in front of their stelae. The treasures of the Valley of the Stelae are
continuously guarded by the Aksum military.

Religion
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The prominent patron of Aksum is Gilitzera, the goddess of the sky who gifts her people with clarity of
mind (expressed through the expanse of blue sky and in the wind) and also with the gentle rains which
refresh and renew the fields. The main temple of Gilitzera is found in the city of Qohaito near Emba
Soira, the holy mountain. Emba Soira is not the highest mountain in the land, but its gently rounded
summit provides the perfect location for a monastery to Gilitzera as well as many spots for sitting under
the vastness of the sky and meditating and listening to the wisdom of Gilitzera whispered in the wind.
The monastery on Emba Soira is the home of the Eleven. No one outside of those dedicated to this
monastery knows how the Eleven are chosen. Many speculate that their names are whispered on the
wind. The Eleven are the ultimate high court of the land. They make rulings when the two kings cannot
agree, when disputes among the 100 noble families threaten civil war, or when a new king cannot be
chosen and the current king brings the vote to the Eleven to bypass the locked noble families.
Throughout Aksum, shrines and small monasteries are often located on nearby hills or high places.
Those who serve there function as judges and arbitrators between families, as healers, and as
repositories of knowledge and history.
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In contrast to the open worship of Glitzera, is the Temple of the Moon found only in the port city of
Adulus, though there are rumors of small secret sects and locations in other places. While Glitzera
promotes open knowledge and wisdom, those devoted to the moon seek knowledge of hidden nature
and the followers advance through their ranks through rituals, gaining access to greater and more
secret arcane knowledge and power. Wizards tired of the restrictions imposed by Egypt and Kush
gather in the Temple of the Moon in Adulus. Worry and fear over the presence of so many foreign
wizards gaining and gathering untold power have prompted each of the hundred noble families to send
at least one member to join and learn at the Temple of the Moon. Who can say though, whether those
youth remain loyal to their clans, or whether the draw of the arcane truly rules their hearts.
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